The Copper Beeches Old Chester Road, Holywell, CH8 7RX
Prices From £150,000
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Welcome to The Copper Beeches a collection of imposing and beautifully designed luxurious apartments in a picturesque part of North Wales. Originally
opening as a Victorian workhouse, Lluesty Hospital was built between 1838 and 1840. One of North Wales’ most impressive restoration projects ever
undertaken, four of Lluesty’s original buildings, including the chapel, have been saved, while a further four newly-constructed buildings sit to the north of
the site. Drawing on almost 30 years of restoration and masonry experience, McCrory Developments has carefully & beautifully maintained many of the
original site’s oldest and most iconic architectural features including restoring the original chimney as well as the glass windows of Lluesty’s chapel, the
distinctive stonework has been cleaned and re-pointed, while the original sandstone has been rebuilt & much more. The Copper Beeches recaptures the
character and majesty of the original Victorian structure, blending it effortlessly with the finest standards of 21st century luxury living. The apartments are
flooded in natural light & provide a crisp and ultra modern interior throughout. The kitchens and bathrooms ooze class and sophistication & the
apartments provide open plan living for the modern day buyer. The kitchens are Howdens Dove Grey with contemporary worktops above and include built in
fridge/freezer, washer/dryer, dishwasher, oven & hob. Sky pre-wiring to all TV points are also included for ease as well as quality carpets & much more.
Access in to the building is via a secure intercom & fob system and there is allocated parking provided for each apartment as well as cycle store areas.

￭ L U X U R I O U S T W O B E D R O O M ￭ ALLOCATED PARKING
APARTMENTS
￭ BUILT IN KITCHEN APPLIANCES

￭ A STUNNING CHARACTER FILLED
COTTAGE

￭ HELP TO BUY AVAILABLE

￭ DO NOT MISS OUT - A MUST VIEW!
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